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04/03: AK Factor
04/09: General Workshop 
04/13: Career Workshop

04/24-25: Pilipino Cultural 
Night



 

 The story for this year’s Pilipino Cultural Night (PCN) was not the original 
story. I had hoped to write a Romeo and Juliet story of Maria and Ricardo during 
the 1960s. I had written half of the story in the summer of 2014. By the time 
school had begun I started losing interest and lacked progress. 
	 It	wasn’t	until	we	had	our	very	first	general	workshop	of	the	semester.	It	was	
a guest lecture by SJSU professor, Kim Komenich. We were discussing the EDSA 
Revolution in the Philippines in 1986. His pictures and stories triggered some-
thing that inspired the story known today as LABAN. I spent the rest of the fall 
semester until the end of Winter break to write the entirely new story. 
 The change was risky but well worth it. Our audience is vast and I knew that 
it would be a controversial topic to discuss the overthrow of Ferdinand Marcos. 
This is why this story doesn’t focus on that. I took Maria and Ricardo from my 
original story (which was called With Love) and put them in the EDSA Revolution.
 Maria’s family is on the Aquino side while Ricardo’s is on the Marcos’. Again 
they	are	forbidden	lovers	but	now	their	battlefield	is	much	larger	than	them-
selves.	Over	a	span	of	4	days	they	fight	for	their	country,	their	freedom,	and	of	
course their love. 
	 Of	course	this	is	a	fictional	story	that	is	set	during	the	time	of	the	EDSA	
Revolution, but overall this is about Maria and Ricardo and their LABAN. On the 
flyer	you’ll	notice	that	there	is	a	hand	that	looks	like	a	loser	sign	with	the	
additional	middle	finger.	It’s	a	hybrid	to	Cory	
Aquino’s Laban hand sign during her campaign for 
presidency but it is also supposed to represent the 
number	27.	The	index	and	middle	fingers	are	a	two	
and if pointed downward looks like a 7 for the 27th 
Annual Pilipino Cultural Night. 

 I hope you join us on April 24 or 25, 2015 at
the Santa Clara Convention Center Theater at 
6PM. Tickets are currently on sale at the Akbayan 
table Monday through Thursday from 11AM-4PM 
for $20 presale and $25 at the door.



Selena	Flores	and	Raymond	Domulot	are	Akbayan’s	first	ever	
Head and Financial Coordinators for the organization’s 
Internship program. Selena	is	a	first-year	Public	Relations	
student.	She’s	taken	her	first	year	in	San	Jose	State	University	
by storm by becoming a member of Fancy Fam, being a Peer 
Health Educator on campus. Raymond is a second-year 
Business Administration student who has been active from the
start as an ading in Venture Fam, past PCNs, and Friendship 
Games.

How would you describe your role in internship?
S: So I’m the Head Coordinator for the interns in the program, 
I basically am the go to person when Heidi, our internship coordinator, is unavailable or if they 
would rather talk to me about something. As HC, I will oversee all the events that go on for the rest 
of the semester and will make sure everything runs smoothly and that everyone is doing their part.
R: I am currently the Financial Coordinator of my internship class. My job entails being incharge of 
[the	regulation	of	the	my	internship	classes	financial	account.

What is your favorite part about internship? 
S:	My	favorite	part	is	getting	to	know	everyone	in	the	program!	At	first	I	thought	it	was	just	a	first	
year’s only type of program but later I learned there was a lot of second and even some third years 
in the program as well. It’s brought me out of my comfort zone and had set the seed for many long 
lasting friendships!
R: Seeing our plans from workshops and fundraisers come together is the greatest feeling in the 
world. Having so time invested into planning events and seeing happy faces and people making 
lasting memories.

             Do you have any advice for people who want to join 
              internship or want to run for a leadership position?
             S: Yeah!	Definitely	do	it!	It’s	a	lot	of	work	but	worth	it	in	the		
             end. While being apart of internship is fun and we do a lot  
             of fun bonding things with each other, it also helps build   
	 	 	 	 	 	 							communication	and	financial	skills	as	well.	
                     R: Time management is key make sure you have enough   
                time to follow through with these thing. Make sure to 
             evaluate your time wisely before you realize what these  
                   commitments can have. Going though being in a leadership  
	 	 	 	 	 	 							position	and	internship	is	definitely	worth	investing	time	
             in.



Yoohoo! On Friday, April 3, Akbayan hosted its 
inaugural AK Factor. Thank you to everyone who 
helped make it possible! I want to take this 
opportunity to thank our MC, Cassidy, our four 
lovely judges, Aaron, Myla, Christian, and Chynna, 
and all of our wonderful contestants for all of their 
hard work and talent! Shout out to Hush Krew for 
being	the	first-ever	Grand	Prize	Winner	and	
securing a slot in the 15th Annual Ma“BOO”hay 
Talent Showcase! I’m proud to say that I was a part 
of	the	first	AK	Factor	and	I	can’t	wait	to	see	what’s	
in store for this event in the years to come.

Did you know that before I was planning events like Ma“BOO”hay and AK Factor, I spent some time on stage as a 
performer myself?

In preschool and kindergarten, I went to a school where we would put on shows, kind of like mini PCNs every se-
mester. When I was about 6 years old, I started performing in recitals and various small competitions around San 
Diego. In 2002, I was blessed to have the opportunity to share the stage with a Filipino pop star named Jolina Mag-
dangal for a string of concerts she was doing in the U.S. In the following years, I continued to do small performances 
here and there including county fairs and a few competitions on Fil-Am days at Soak City. But it wasn’t until high 
school that I really fell in love with the stage again. I had the incredible opportunity to be a part of one of the Top 5 
show choirs in the nation, Sound Unlimited. I got to travel all around Southern California and beyond to places like 
New York competing with 35 other girls and winning National titles. I even had the amazing chance to be a singer/
dancer at Disneyland and Sea World! I had only ever dreamt of those kinds of chances and it’s still surreal to me that 
they came true.

I’m very lucky for the opportunities that I’ve had and I’m thankful that I still get to live out my dream with being 
involved in PCN. Most importantly, I’m happy that through Akbayan, I get to help make other performers’ dreams 
come true too.If you have something you’re passionate about, my advice would be to never give up. No dream is ever 
out of your reach. Opportunities come in all shapes and sizes, it’s just a matter of picking the right ones for you. 

“Don’t let the fear of striking out, keep you from playing the game.”

Love always,
Bernice


